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SUPREME COURT SHOULD LAY DOWN THE LIMITS OF USING

SEALED COVER MATERIAL TO ADJUDICATE CASES
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In refusing to entertain ‘sealed covers’ submitted by the government or its agencies, the

Supreme Court has made a noteworthy and welcome shift away from this unedifying

practice. At least two Benches have spoken out against it. Recently, in the Muzaffarpur

shelter home sexual abuse case, Chief Justice N.V. Ramana wondered why even an

‘action taken’ report should be in a sealed envelope. The use of material produced in a

‘sealed cover’ as an aid to adjudication is something to be strongly discouraged and

deprecated. However, it gained much respectability in recent years, with contents

withheld from lawyers appearing against the government, but being seen by the judges

alone. Unfortunately, in some cases, courts have allowed such secret material to

determine the outcome. In a recent instance, the Kerala High Court perused

confidential intelligence inputs produced in a sealed envelope by the Union

government to uphold the validity of orders revoking the broadcasting permission given

to Malayalam news channel Media One on the ground of national security. It is quite

disconcerting to find that courts can rule in favour of the government without providing

an opportunity to the affected parties to know what is being held against them. In this

backdrop, it is significant that the Supreme Court has decided that it will examine the

issue of ‘sealed cover jurisprudence’ while hearing the channel’s appeal. For now, the

apex court has stayed the revocation order and allowed the channel to resume

broadcasting.

It is true that the law permits the submission of confidential material to the court in

some cases. In addition, courts can order some contents to be kept confidential. The

Evidence Act also allows the privilege of non-disclosure of some documents and

communications. Even when authorities claim privilege over classified material, they

had no objection to judges perusing them to satisfy themselves about the claims. The

government usually justifies the submission of secret material directly to the court,

citing national security or the purity of an ongoing investigation. Courts have often

justified entertaining material not disclosed to the parties by underscoring that it is to

satisfy their conscience. However, the practice sometimes has undesirable

consequences. It compromises the defence of those accused of some crimes, especially

those involving an alleged threat to national security, or money laundering and

corruption. Undisclosed material is often used to deny bail, something the apex court

criticised the Delhi High Court for doing in a case against former Union Minister P.

Chidambaram. It observed that recording a finding based on material kept in a sealed

cover was not justified. The main mischief of the ‘sealed cover’ practice lies in the scope

it gives the state to avoid deep scrutiny of the need and proportionality of its restrictions

on freedom. The time has come for the Supreme Court to determine and circumscribe

the circumstances in which confidential government reports, especially those withheld

from the other side, can be used by courts in adjudication.



CRISIS IN SRI LANKA

INDIA SHOULD HELP SRI LANKA DURING THE CRISIS AND ALSO

RESOLVE SOME OF THE BILATERAL ISSUES
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Sri Lanka is facing an economic crisis with long queues in front of petrol stations, steep

rise in prices of essential commodities and frequent blackouts. Although the COVID-19

pandemic precipitated a crisis of trade imbalance, the fundamentals of the Sri Lankan

economy have always had serious issues. Debt, both domestic and foreign, has been a

major problem. Even in February 2020, hardly a few months after Gotabaya Rajapaksa

assumed office as President, his elder brother and Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa,

during his visit to New Delhi, wanted India to reschedule the loan. Over the last three

months, India has provided assistance of $2.4 billion including a $500 million loan

deferment and $1 billion credit line to enable the supply of essential commodities. Apart

from approaching Beijing, Colombo has also sought help from the International

Monetary Fund, shedding its earlier reservation of taking help from the agency. As soon

as the shortage of certain essential commodities ends, which the government expects

before the start of the Sinhala-Tamil New Year (which falls in the middle of April), steps

should be taken for economic recovery. Compulsions of electoral politics should not

come in the way of tough measures such as restructuring the administration of

concessions and subsidies. Mr. Gotabaya Rajapaksa should also use the scheduled

meeting with the Tamil political leadership to create a road map on the issue of political

devolution and economic development of the war-affected northern and eastern

provinces, among the areas badly hit by the current crisis.

Perhaps, Tamil Nadu has already started feeling the impact of the crisis with the

reported arrival of 16 persons from Sri Lanka, including six women and seven children,

through illegal means. Tamil Nadu was home to nearly three lakh refugees after the

anti-Tamil pogrom of 1983. Regardless of the motive of those who have reached Tamil

Nadu clandestinely, the authorities, both in India and Sri Lanka, should ensure that the

present crisis is not used to step up smuggling activities and trafficking or whip up

emotions in both countries. On the contrary, the crisis should be used as an opportunity

for New Delhi and Colombo to thrash out a solution to the Palk Bay fisheries dispute, a

longstanding irritant in bilateral ties.


